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Hours for Reservations
 Monday - Friday 8:30 AM - 8:00 PM

Saturday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Sunday 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM

 
 
 



MASSAGE
THREE SENSES 
 invigorate your senses through touch, sound and the
infusions of natural oils, extracted from herbs, flowers
and fruits. a perfected blend of Swedish, lymphatic &
Hawaiian lomi lomi massage with the soothing sounds
of a distant ocean, will have you drifting away to an
enhanced physiological and physical well-being.

SOLEIL STONES
Volcanic hot or cold smooth pebbles drizzled with
warm rich oils , gently placed on area's of
tension  throughout the body. The soothing stones are
then combined with deep gliding massage techniques,
improving circulation, calming the nervous system
and relaxing your muscles to a natural state of
equilibrium. an experience not to be missed!

BOATER'S KNOT
when pressure's of life have you feeling tense with
chronic muscle tension, it can have you feeling off
kilter. allow our highly trained massage therapists
to customize moderate to deep tissue massage movements
and the soothing movements of age old Swedish massage,
getting you back to your happy relaxed self again.

LICENSE TO CHILL
begin to chill from your first step into our relaxing
massage rooms and float away, as we transport you
from your stressful day to an indulgent, soothing and 
peaceful full body massage, using decadent hot oil and
ancient massage techniques aimed to increase
circulation, remove toxins trapped within the muscles
and enhance oxygen flow throughout the body. 



COCONUT PALM
the blissful feeling of lying under a palm tree with
the warm sun resting on your back is what we have
recreated with our coconut palm back, neck and
shoulder massage. Soleil spa tropical inspired,
peaceful treatment rooms, luxurious hot oils and
soothing massage movements custom made to target
your tension. Leaving you invigorated and relaxed.

CATCH & RELEASE
Feeling sluggish lately? like the feeling of walking
on clouds? The power of Reflexology might just be
your catch. a massage that target's specific reflex
points in the feet and hands, corresponding with
individual organs throughout the body to send
signals that balance the body. our catch & release
treatment is fantastic to stimulate and balance the
nervous system, reduce pain and stress. energize
and ultimately better maintain your overall health.

PEARL OF THE SEA
For the mother to be. a nurturing full body
massage. safe and effective prenatal techniques to
release tension and bring the expectant mother
to a more relaxed state of mind, with A
combination of soothing movements, luxurious
pillows for support and warming body oils.
expectant mother must be past first trimester

CAPTAIN & HIS BEST CATCH
Looking to Reel in the romance this vacation?  This
soothing and Peaceful full body massage  allows
couples the chance to unwind side-by-side in our
paradisal couples suite and hook The best of
Memories together.  Bubbly Beverages to be served as
you float on out ...Cheers!!



COCONUT PALM
the blissful feeling of lying under a palm tree with
the warm sun resting on your back is what we have
recreated with our coconut palm back, neck and
shoulder massage. Soleil spa tropical inspired,
peaceful treatment rooms, luxurious hot oils and
soothing massage movements custom made to target
your tension. Leaving you invigorated and relaxed.

CATCH & RELEASE
Feeling sluggish lately? like the feeling of walking on
clouds? The power of Reflexology might just be your
catch. a massage that target's specific reflex points in
the feet and hands, corresponding with individual
organs throughout the body to send signals that
balance the body. our catch & release treatment is
fantastic to stimulate and balance the nervous system,
reduce pain and stress. energize
and ultimately better maintain your overall health.

PEARL OF THE SEA
For the mother to be. a nurturing full body massage.
safe and effective prenatal techniques to release
tension and bring the expectant mother to a more
relaxed state of mind, with A combination of soothing
movements, luxurious pillows for support and warming
body oils . 
(expectant mother must be past first trimester)

CAPTAIN & HIS BEST CATCH
Looking to Reel in the romance this vacation?  This
soothing and Peaceful full body massage  allows
couples the chance to unwind side-by-side in our
paradisal couples suite and hook The best of Memories
together.  Bubbly Beverages to be served as you float on
out ...Cheers!!



FACIALS
Gravity Challenger

A Lavish facial treatment featuring organic products with an ultra-
resurfacing blend of glycolic acid to visibly reduce the appearance of
fine lines and wrinkles, leaving your skin firm, tightened and revitalized.

Transform the appearance of your skin with an oxygen infused  facial treatment
 A cocktail of plant derived stem cells, Arctic Berry peptides & a
powerful concentration of enzymatic botanical. Giving the face a surge of
hydration nourishment & optimally refreshing your skin. Clinically Proven to
improve the fine lines by 40%!
 
Sensitivity Facial

To much sunburn from this great Florida weather? Feeling the sting of
everyday life on your Skin? You deserve a calming & hydrating facial
treatment specifically designed for sensitive skin. A combination of
organic soothing skin care and manual massage techniques will help
restore your skin's natural balance, taming irritated skin.

Radiance Facial

Taylor made to bring out the radiant you. Using European skin care and
facial treatment techniques to have you looking oh lala. This facial
provides a deep cleanse, revitalizes a youthful appearance and a
radiant glow.

Arctic Berry Facial



 

Power Glow Facial

Fast and effective. An express facial that diminishes and targets dark
spots by utilizing the latest innovation of lightening technology
through the power of plants, to provide a glowing, radiant complexion

Captain's Facial 

 The man of the ship needs to look his best. Our captains facial is aimed
just for you sir. A deep cleansing treatment to counteract signs of aging
combined with a stress reducing massage to the facial features and
plant extracts tailor made for male skin.

Back deck Facial

For those tough to reach spots. a cleansing treatment that targets
the back and shoulder area.. Effectively removes toxins and build
up that clogs pores and causes impurities. Great for those prone to
break outs on the back.

50 Minute Facials also include massage

to the hands and arms 

 

75 Minute Facials include massage around

the shoulders, decollete, hands and arms

 



 

Margarita Salt Glow

Experience the healing properties of the
sea. A full-body exfoliation treatment
using a blend of Atlantic Sea salts and
key lime essential oils to create a tropical
aromatic experience while bringing on a
smoother, rejuvenated skin. 
 

Mango Toning Wrap

 This cellulite treatment contains active
enzymes and vitamins to infuse your skin
with hydration combined with a
rhythmic application of our coconut
lotion to tighten and firm the skin. 
Look your best and mango tango on out!

Aloha, Aloe!
This treatment uses an Aloe Vera gel with
powerful antioxidant compounds to
provide a cooling sensation for the body
and improve skin elasticity.

BODY TREATMENTS



SPA EXPERIENCES

All Spa Experiences are to include guided sauna and steam
rotation, citrus sorbet, and a full-body exfoliation pre-treatment
with our pure Atlantic sea salt scrub

Soleil Escape 3 hours

Dive In for a full-body ‘Three Senses’ massage with a hot coconut
oil hair and scalp treatment along with a soothing foot therapy.
Float Out with the ultimate silky, smooth feel for both the skin
and hair

Tropical Paradise 4 hours

Smooth Sailing 2 hours

Soleil Spa offers a supreme wellness experience and invites you
to soak up our pure organic, tropically sourced ingredients and
treatment combinations that nurture the skin and energize the
soul on a most optimal level

This escape to utopia will excite your sense of smell, relax the
muscles, and rejuvenate the skin. The escape includes a full-body
‘Soleil Stone’ Massage using tropical aroma blends and concludes
with a Hydrating ‘Oxygen Facial.

A pampering paradise awaits . . . Paradise starts with a ‘Mango
Toning Wrap"  followed by a ‘License to Chill’ Massage with a
rhythmic technique using heated stones, and is complete with a
‘Radiance’ Facial.




